One piece in particular gave me this sensation. When nearly identical forms are grouped in some arrangement they take on a group identity that differs from the individual, and imply some intelligent design.
Sometimes, however, the reason for grouping is unclear and may cause a feeling of strangeness or mystery.
Trojan Plant #1" was the first piece done using this approach, or perhaps it preceded the idea; in any case, it became the germinal seed for many of the second year sculptures.
Organic growth, eroticism, and multiple forms:
these are the main themes of my sculpture; and veiling all the works is the aura of the strange. Several wax models were made of the basic "Night Runner" form. These were then cut and the segments cast and reassembled in "langue a langue" . Fig 8. Returning to an erotic theme, I was intrigued with these head-like forms. They are blind and a sickly beige. Since they are immobile on their round bases, they reach out to each other with their tongues.
Their total being and desire is concentrated in this sanguine organ as they span the distance between them.
The remaining space becomes charged with the energy of their effort.
During the time the preceding works were being done, I continued to produce a few pieces using the creative-intuitive approach -not wanting to lose touch with this method or the forms associated with it.
14 The remaining three sculptures were done in this manner.
I started "Brain Child" with a general head form in mind. Fig 9. As the forms took shape, I was reminded of the brain, and shaped and textured forms to enhance this effect. The color was chosen with pale organs in mind, particularly that of tripe.
A small pencil sketch preceded the start of "Aquatic Once born, creativity nurtures itself.
